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Abstract
Background and Rationale: Uncertainty persists over the optimal management of blood pressure (BP) in the early phase of
acute ischemic stroke (AIS). This study aims to determine the safety and effects of intensive BP lowering on cerebral blood flow (CBF)
and functional in AIS patients treated with intravenous thrombolysis.

Methods: In a randomized controlled trial, 54 thrombolysed AIS patients with a systolic BP of 160 to 180mmHgwill be randomized
to early intensive BP lowering (systolic target range 140–160mmHg) or guideline-based BP management (systolic range 160–180
mmHg) during first 72-hours using primarily intravenous labetalol. We hypothesize that early intensive BP lowering will not reduce
CBF by 20% and/or increase the volume of hypoperfused tissue by>20%on computed tomographic perfusion. Clinical outcomewill
be assessed using a dichotomized modified Rankin scale (scores 0–1 as excellent outcome vs scores 2–6 as dead or dependent) at
90 days. Other outcomewould be symptomatic intracerebral hemorrhage. The trial is registered at ClinicalTrials.gov, NCT03443596.

Conclusion: This randomized study will provide important information about the physiological effects of BP reduction on cerebral
perfusion after intravenous thrombolysis in AIS.

Abbreviations: AIS = acute ischemic stroke, BP = blood pressure, CBF = cerebral blood flow, CBV = cerebral blood volume, CT
= computed tomographic, DT = delay time to peak of the residual function, ICH = intracerebral hemorrhage, IV-tPA = intravenous
tissue plasminogen activator, mRS =modified Rankin scale, MTT =mean transit time, NIHSS = National Institutes of Health Stroke
Scale, rCBF = relative cerebral blood flow, SD = standard deviation, sICH = symptomatic intracerebral hemorrhage.
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1. Introduction and rationale

Elevated systolic blood pressure (BP), defined as >140mmHg, is
commonly observed in patients with acute ischemic stroke
(AIS).[1] Potential mechanisms and associations include pre-
existing hypertension,[1] activation of neuroendocrine systems,[2]

stress of hospitalization,[3] location of the infarct,[4] stroke
subtype,[5] severity,[6] and a homeostatic response to raised
intracranial pressure.[7] Whether treatment of this acute
hypertensive response improves clinical outcome is unknown.[7,8]

Arguments in favor of treatment include the strong positive
relationship between degree of elevation in BP and death or
dependency,[9] cerebral edema,[10] early and late stroke recur-
rence,[11,12] and extrapolation of potential benefits in acute
intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH).[13–15] Arguments against treat-
ment center on the natural tendency for BP to normalize within a
few days of presentation,[1,5,6] and potential harms associated
with altered cerebral perfusion related to dysfunction of
autoregulation.[7,16,17] Some studies suggest that adverse out-
comes are associate with early antihypertensive therapy.[18,19]

The primary aim of the study is to determine the effect of early
intensive BP lowering (systolic BP target 140–160mmHg)
initiated within 6hours of symptom onset and maintained for
72hours in AIS patients treated with intravenous tissue
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Table 1

Inclusion/exclusion criteria for the trial.
Patient-specific inclusion criteria:
Disabling neurological deficit with the NIHSS Stroke Scale of at least 4 points.
IV thrombolysis with intravenous tissue plasminogen activator (tPA) initiated within

4.5hours of stroke onset.
No evidence of hemorrhage on baseline noncontrast head CT scan.
At least 2 consecutive BP measurements in the range of 160 to 180mmHg

(systolic).
Patient is still within 8hours of symptom onset.

Patient-specific exclusion criteria:
Patients considered ineligible for IV-TPA. Patients undergoing rescue endovascular

reperfusion therapies would also be eligible.
Symptomatic occlusion or >70% stenosis of the internal carotid artery.
Conditions requiring urgent antihypertensive treatment (like acute myocardial

infarction, severe left ventricular heart failure, aortic dissection, acute renal
failure, acute pulmonary edema, and hypertensive encephalopathy). Patients
who are already randomized and then develop any other medical condition that
requires the use of specific antihypertensive medications would still continue to
be a part of the study.

Contraindications to Labetalol—patients with the following conditions are excluded:
history of asthma, congestive heart failure, severe bradycardia (heart rate
<55/min), and heart block.

Patients with contraindications to CT perfusion studies (such as allergy to contrast,
renal impairment—serum creatinine >176mmol/L or estimated GFR <30mL/min.

BP=blood pressure, CT= computed tomography, GFR = glomerular filtration rate, NIHSS=National
Institute of Health Stroke Scale.
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plasminogen activator (IV-tPA) on cerebral blood flow (CBF),
measured with computed tomographic (CT) perfusion imaging.
We hypothesize that this treatment approach is safe and that such
magnitude of BP lowering does not reduce CBF by 20% and/or
increase the volume of hypoperfused tissue by >20% on CT
perfusion or adversely affect functional outcomes at 90 days.
Secondary aims are to obtain preliminary estimates of the clinical
impact of early intensive BP lowering on functional outcomes and
symptomatic intracerebral hemorrhage (sICH).
2. Methods

2.1. Patients

Patient inclusion/exclusion criteria are provided in Table 1. Adult
patientswithAISaged21years andmore (being the age ofmajority
in Singapore) presenting to a single tertiary care hospital treated
with IV-tPA as a standard-of-care are eligible for inclusion in this
study if systolic BP is elevated (160–180mmHg) within 8hours of
symptom onset. Informed consent must be obtained from the
patient or their legally authorized representative. Exclusion criteria
include a documented allergy to a radiocontrast agent, significant
renal impairment (defined with serum creatinine >176mmol/L or
Table 2

Protocol for blood pressure control in thrombolysed acute ischemic
Target BP is <180/105 for all thrombolysed acute ischemic stroke (AIS) patients after intr
Target BP in subjects recruited into intensive BP control arm is 140 to 160mmHg (systoli
Labetalol is the primary drug used to reduce BP. Dosage is individualized depending upon
Labetalol hydrochloride injection will be given in a dose of 10mg by slow intravenous injec

repeated every 10 minutes if BP does not reach the desired level after 10 minutes (ma
For maintaining BP in the desired range, continuous infusion will be started. To prepare th

saline. The diluted solution is administered at a rate of 3mL/min to deliver approximate
effective intravenous dose is usually in the range of 50 to 200mg.

• Subjects who do not achieve BP goals are considered treatment failures and the additio

AIS= acute ischemic stroke, BP=blood pressure, IV= intravenous.
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estimated glomerular filtration rate <30mL/minute), congestive
cardiac failure, or allergy to labetalol, the principle IV antihyper-
tensive agent used in the study.
2.2. Outcome measures

Wereiterate that all patients included in this clinical trialwould have
received IV-tPA as standard of care before assessing their eligibility.
All patients undergo a baseline clinical evaluation that includes an
assessment of severity of neurological impairment according to the
National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS), and estimate
of their premorbid functional status [according to the modified
Rankin scale (mRS); scores 0–2 required for inclusion]. All of them
would have undergone a noncontrast brain CT-scan (or magnetic
resonance imaging) with or without angiography as per the
institutional practice. Information for demographics, risk factors
(hypertension, diabetes mellitus, dyslipidemia, ischemic heart
disease, smoking, and atrial fibrillation) and use of antihypertensive
medications is also collected.
2.3. Randomization and blinding

All study subjects undergo CT perfusion to obtain the baseline
cerebral hemodynamic parameters. Participating patients are
randomly assigned to early intensive BP lowering (140–160mm
Hg) or the guideline-based management (160–180mmHg) in a
1:1 ratio using a central computer generated sequence with
minimization according to age (<60 vs ≥60 years), severity
(NIHSS score <10 vs >10), and baseline systolic B (<150 vs
>150mmHg). The treating physician is unblinded to the
treatment assignment as he/she is required to titrate BP control
with IV labetalol. However, all 90-day outcome assessments are
conducted by physicians who are kept blind to the treatment
allocation.
2.4. Intervention

Patients allocated to early intensive BP lowering are to receive IV
labetalol according to a predefined protocol (Table 2), whereas
those assigned guideline-based BP management receive current
standard of care.All studyparticipants are closelymonitored and a
CT perfusion scan is repeated at 24 and 72 hours postrandomiza-
tion. The treatment regime is an initial IV bolus (5–10mg each,
repeated at 10-minute intervals, maximum dose 80mg) followed
by continuous IV infusion to maintain the desired BP.
2.5. Background care

All patients will be managed in a high-dependency stroke unit
with repeated neurological examination using the NIHSS,
stroke patients.
avenous tissue plasminogen activator (IV-tPA bolus).
c).
the severity of hypertension and the response of the patient during dosing.
tion over 2 minutes. Measure BP after 10 minutes. Intravenous (IV) bolus may be
ximum dose 80mg).
e solution, 200mg of labetalol hydrochloride injection is added to 250mL of normal
ly 2mg/min. Infusion rate will be adjusted according to the desired BP level. The

n of IV glyceryl trinitrate at 1 to 100g/kg/min infusion is permitted.



Figure 1. Study workflow. BP = blood pressure, CT = computed tomographic, IV-tPA = intravenous tissue plasminogen activator, NIHSS = National Institutes of
Health Stroke Scale.
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noninvasive BP, and heart rate monitoring (consistent recordings
using automatic devices, every 15minutes for 1 hour, then hourly
for 23 hours, then 6 hourly until discharge). All BP measurements
are obtained from the nonparetic arm. Rescue endovascular
intervention (before inclusion into the study and randomization)
is allowed according to local institutional practice. Figure 1
describes the workflow in the study.

2.6. Data collection and follow-up

All patients undergo repeat CT-perfusion scans at 24 and
72 hours postrandomization, to obtain the estimates of the effects
of BP on various cerebral perfusion parameters. NIHSS scores are
assessed daily until day 7 (or hospital discharge, if earlier)
3

(Table 2). Patients are followed-up at day 90, where the NIHSS
and mRS scores are reassessed. These assessments are conducted
in-person by trained staff who are blind to the treatment
allocation.
2.7. Outcomes

The primary outcome is the assessment of CT perfusion studies
and evaluate whether CBF in the affected region reduces by
>20% and/or the volume of hypoperfused tissue increases by
>20% if BP is treated intensively during the first 72hours in
thrombolysed AIS patents. Secondary endpoint is dependency at
day-90, defined by scores 2 to 6 on the mRS. Secondary outcome
would be sICH, defined by the Safe Implementation of
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Thrombolysis in Stroke-Monitoring Study (SITS-MOST) criteria
as large local or remote parenchymal ICH (type 2) combined with
a neurological deterioration (≥4 points on the NIHSS) from
baseline or death within 36hours.[20] Data are entered
prospectively on to case report forms without any personal
identifiers.
2.8. Data monitoring body

An independent data safetymonitoringboard is inplace tomonitor
the safety of intensiveBP lowering aswell as repeatedCTperfusion
studies. The board reviews clinical and imaging data in batches of
10 patients each.Unexplained clinical deterioration in intensive BP
control arm is reviewed in a multidisciplinary meeting (neurolo-
gists, neurosurgeons, neuroradiologist, and interventional neuro-
radiologists). Treating stroke neurologist is allowed to discontinue
intensive BP lowering treatment (if the subject is allocated to this
treatment arm), if this is considered to be the sole/leading cause of
neurological deterioration. Radiation safety officer will be using
the real patient data as well as a phantom to monitor radiation
exposure to brain, eyes, and thyroid gland. For reassurance, we
used a phantom and evaluated the radiation dose exposure for one
non-contrast CT (NCCT)+CT angiogram+CT perfusion (CTP),
which was quite low as 6.13mSv.
2.9. CT perfusion acquisition

With dynamic, quantitative CT perfusion, an additional contrast
bolus of 35 to 45mL is administered via an injector (at a rate of 7
mL/s), with a saline “chaser” of 20 to 40mL at the same injection
rate. The contrast used (omnipaque) has high concentration,
typically 350 to 370g/dL for optimal signal-to-noise ratio for
perfusion maps calculation. Imaging begins a few seconds after
injection, and selective axial sections to image selected areas of
the brain using “toggle mode” expands the anatomic coverage by
toggling the table between 2 locations during dynamic scanning
of 4cm cuts of the brain. A Philips 64 slice scanner with standard
resolution is used with collimation 32�1.25, thickness 5mm,
3.8seconds cycle time, 80kV at 150mA, matrix 512, and
window-center/width of 40/80. Scans take 55 to 60seconds to
complete 15 jog cycles.

2.10. CT perfusion image analysis

Perfusion images will be analyzed centrally by investigators
blinded to BP treatment and clinical data. Raw CTP source
images will be transferred to a computer workstation and
postprocessed using the MIStar software package, version 3.2
(Apollo Medical Imaging Technology, Melbourne, Australia).
An arterial input function will be selected automatically in the
contralateral middle cerebral artery. An arrival time insensitive
singular value decomposition, deconvolution algorithm will be
used to calculate voxel-wise maps of CBF, cerebral blood volume
(CBV), mean transit time (MTT), and delay time to peak of the
residual function (DT).[16] The total perfusion deficit volume will
defined using a threshold DT>6seconds (DT). The pretreatment
(baseline) ischemic core will be defined as tissue with a CBF of
<30% inside the perfusion deficit. The penumbra will be defined
as tissue within the DT deficit which was not the ischemic core
[i.e., relative CBF (rCBF) >30%]. Hypoperfused tissue, penum-
bral, and core volumes will be measured at all 3 time points.[17]

Final infarct regions of interest will be drawn on the 24 hour
NCCT and coregistered to CBF, CBV, MTT, and DT maps
4

obtained at all 3 time points. The mean absolute perfusion value
within each region will then be measured. Mean perfusion values
will also be measured in homologous regions of the contralateral
hemisphere. rCBF, relative CBV, and relative MTT will be
calculated as the ratio of the absolute mean value in the infarct
core and homologous contralateral region. Relative DT will be
defined as the difference between the absolute mean in infarct
region and that in the contralateral homologous region.
2.11. Sample size calculations

Allowing for within-subject and between-subjects variation, a
sample size of 27 patients per group was estimated to allow
detection of a difference of 20% [15% standard deviation (SD)]
in relative change in CBF and/or the volume of hypoperfused
tissue between the early intensive BP lowering and control
groups, with 90% power and significance set at 5% (a = 0.050,
2-tailed). The sample size was increased to 30 patients per group
to allow for treatment dropouts, crossovers, and potential loss to
follow-up.
2.12. Statistical analysis

Data will be analyzed blind to treatment group according to the
intention-to-treat principle by an independent biostatistician.
Continuous variables will be presented asmean (SD) and nominal
variables tabulated as absolute and/or relative frequencies.
Comparisons between binary outcomes will be performed using
Fisher exact test. Continuous variables will be compared using
the unpaired t test and Mann-Whitney U test as indicated.
Comparisons of BP and NIHSS scores between the 2 groups at
different time-points will be analyzed using repeated-measures
analysis of variance for the overall effect. Finally, the relative
changes in BP, CBF, and NIHSS scores at 1, 24, and 72 hours
after the initiation of treatment, and 90-day outcomes, will be
compared using analysis of covariance. Baseline BP and use of
antihypertensive medications before admission will be used as
covariates in analyses of BP differences. Baseline NIHSS will be
used as a covariate in analyses of stroke severity. Statistical
significance is set at the 5% level. There would be no interim
analysis (Table 3).
2.13. Funding and ethics approval

This study is funded by the National Medical Research Council,
Singapore as a research grant as part of a Clinician Scientist
Award to Dr Vijay K. Sharma. The study has been approved by
the institutional ethics committee. The trial is registered at
ClinicalTrials.gov, NCT03443596.
3. Discussion

As a U-shaped relationship of systolic BP and outcomes after IV-
tPA is suggested in various studies,[8,10,12] both high and low
systolic BP are considered harmful. Interestingly, the nadir for
optimal outcome appears to be a systolic BP of 140 to 160mm
Hg. Thus, we hypothesize this systolic BP as being the best target
for functional outcome and reduced risk of sICH.
Labetalol was chosen for BP lowering because of ready

availability, minimal adverse effects on heart rate, and cardiac
output due to being a mixed a and b antagonist effects,
rapid onset of action (5 minutes) and reasonable duration of
action (3–6hours). Studies indicate stable effects of labetalol on



Table 3

Schedule of evaluations during the study.

Evaluation Before randomization
Day

8 h 12 h Postrandomization 2 72 h postrandomization 7 90

Eligibility X
Brain imaging (CT scan ± angiogram or MRI) X X
Brain imaging (CT scan perfusion) X X X

BP X BP x 2 X X 12 hourly X
q 15min 1h Hourly 72h

Consent X
Clinical history before randomization X
Physical examination/NIHSS X X X X X X X
Functional assessment with mRS X X
Standard care and routine bloods X X X X X X X
Trial BP medication in target group X X X X
Standard stroke care X X X X X X
Hospitalized or not X X X X X

BP=blood pressure, CT= computed tomography, MRI=magnetic resonance imaging, mRS=modified Rankin scale, NIHSS=National Institute of Health Stroke Scale.
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CBF, cerebral oxygen consumption, and cerebral circula-
tion.[21,22] There is good experience of the use of labetalol in
patients with AIS[23] and it has a predictable and uniform dose-
response relationship.[23]

With serial BP measurements (including comparison of
different intensities of BP lowering), NIHSS and repeated CT
perfusions, this study will provide mechanistic data to elucidate
the relationship between BP, cerebral perfusion, and functional
outcomes in thrombolysed AIS cases. Our findings may assist the
ongoing studies (such as ENCHANTED BP intensity arm results
due in early 2019) and improve the design of future clinical trials
of BP management in AIS (in thrombolysed and endovascularly
treated) patients.
Finally, we wish to clarify that study is not aimed at evaluating

the relationship between early intensive BP reduction and arterial
recanalization or persisting occlusion. Study participants are
recruited after the arterial recanalization treatment strategies (IV
thrombolysis and/or EVT) have already been implemented.
While the first CT perfusion serves as the baseline for a particular
patient, subsequent perfusion scans provide information about
the longitudinal changes in cerebral hemodynamic parameters in
response to the changes in BP levels.
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